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COMPUTERS AND THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

by
Paul H. Nelson
July, 1988

The presence of the microcomputer in society and
education is on the increase.

This study compared the

expertise and use of computers by elementary principals,
to the availability and attitudes of its implementation by
the teaching staff.

A questionnaire elicited data from

principals and revealed that they indirectly influenced
the increase of computer use by teachers by providing
inservice opportunities, workshops, and courses, and
directly influenced them by providing personal encouragement.

Several recommendations were made concerning admin-

istrative use of computers.
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CHAPTER 1
The Problem and Definitions of Terms Used

Introduction
When microcomputers were first introduced into
schools, the goal was often to teach all students about
the computer, and to see that they understood the meaning
of a long list of "computer words."

In other schools, the

computer was introduced as an automated workbook and flash
card machine, drilling students on spelling words and math
facts.

Still others stressed programming, believing that

the only way to understand a computer was to be able to
program it.
These were all worthwhile goals, considering the
teachers' understanding, and the limited capabilities of
the equipment at that time.

The original cassette-driven,

16K microcomputers, which produced only capital letters
and low-resolution graphics, were limited in their uses.
As experience grew, so did the capacity and capabilities
of the computer.
Equipment became more powerful, smaller in size, and
less expensive, making the computer a practical tool in
the education process.

The increased power and expanded

memory provided new and useful programs, like word

1

2

processing, and lessened the need for every student and
teacher to know about programming and the interior workings of the computer.

More imaginative software made it

possible for the computer to find a place in nearly every
subject of the classroom, and every aspect of school
management.

Statement of the Problem
The classroom teacher is considered the most important person when it comes to influencing student learning.
The principal, however, is considered to be the instructional leader in the building.

Decisions that the princi-

pal must make, such as class size, teacher placement, and
the quality and quantity of learning materials, play an
important role in student learning as well as building
climate and faculty morale.

This study focused on the

importance of the elementary principal's instructional
leadership role when implementing sophisticated media
technology, specifically microcomputers, in her/his
building.

Purpose of the Study
John Naisbett (1984), the author of Megatrends
stated:
The restructuring of America from an industrial to an information society will easily be
as profound as the shift from an agricultural
society to an industrial society.
But there is

3
one important difference. While the shift from
the agricultural to industrial society took 100
years, the present restructuring from an industrial to an information society took only two
decades.
Change is occurring so rapidly that
there is no time to rerct;
instead we must
anticipate the future.
Change is occurring so fast, and as educators, we
must constantly be aware of the future needs of students
and determine the skills that they might need in their
lifetime.

The presence of the microcomputer in education

and society is definitely on the increase.

Because of

this, everyone will eventually need to know more about
computers.

They are no longer considered just a "passing

fad" in education, but are here to stay.
In a recent survey (Learning86, 1986), seventy-one
percent of the responding elementary educators believed
that the computer's influence on education would increase
in the next five years, and most of them, sixty-nine
percent, were either enthusiastic or encouraged by this.
In the same survey, however, some of their most common
complaints included:

Too few computers, not enough time,

not enough good software, lack of professional training,
and inferior computers. 2

Providing good hardware, soft-

ware, release time, and professional inservice are all
responsibilities of the administrator.
The principal must also think seriously about the
role of the computer in the school and how it can be used
to improve instruction.

There are already many computers

4
in the schools, and the number is increasing.

In many

schools, however, there is no overall program for the
successful implementation into either instruction or
administration.

Holland (1986) suggested that the answer

to integration of the computer "is people:

people who

understand, accept and believe in what the machines can

d o. n3
Computer training has a good chance at success as
long as the principal is willing to provide support,
resources, and recognition. Administrators are more likely
to provide efficient use of computers if they themselves
are knowledgeable, competent, and comfortable with their
use.

Good computer use starts at the top. Killian (1985)

believes teachers become encouraged by superintendents,
principals, and other teachers.

Their success lies in

gradual, cooperative, and practical efforts within the
school environment.

4

As we move out of the industrial age, into the
information age, change will be rapid and constant.
someone needs to sort the important new information and
technologies, and see where they'll best fit in education.
Then the teachers need to be trained to teach the children
the skills needed for the future.

A recent report pub-

lished by the Southwestern Regional Council for Educational Improvement (1986) stated: "Electronic technologies
will be realized as powerful aids to learning only if

5

teachers become skilled in their use and become more
enthusiastic about adopting new roles that meet the needs
of contemporary learners."

5

The principal needs to take

the lead, creating a vision of what is possible, and chart
a sequential course for the school.

Plan for the Study
There are 297 school districts in Washington State. A
questionnaire was sent to the first elementary principal
listed in every fifth school district as printed in the
Washington Education Directory.

6

The principal was asked

what level of expertise that (s)he considered her/himself
and how (s)he personally used the computer in building
management. Also, the principal was asked how many computers there were in the building for instructional use by
teachers and students, and how much inservice was available for staff.

From the data collected on the question-

naire, an effort was made to determine the principal's
computer expertise and use, and establish a comparison to
the type and amount of use by the teaching staff.

Question to be Answered
As instructional leaders, are elementary principals
more successful in promoting use of computers by their
classroom teachers if they themselves are knowledgeable
about computers and comfortable with their use?

6

Limitations of the Study
Since the districts and principals were randomly
selected, based only on the order in which they appeared
in a directory, they were not necessarily representative
of the elementary principals in both urban and rural
districts, as well as large and small districts.
One other factor to be considered is the increased
use of elementary computer specialists in schools for the
purpose of teaching about computers and their use, and for
the inservicing of teachers. This might have put the shift
of responsibility of the "Instructional Leader" role on
the specialist in some school districts.
The scope of this study only includes the views and
assessment of the principal, and her/his perceived abilities of the staff.

7

Definition of Terms

Elementary Principal:

The primary administrator in charge

of a building with grades K-6 or K-8.

Hardware:

Computer equipment such as the central

processing unit (CPU), the keyboard, and peripheral
devices.

Instructional Leadership Activities:

Those activities,

engaged in by one or more individuals, which have as their
main purpose the improvement of a person, group, or
program.

Microcomputer:

A small computer, comparable in size to a

portable typewriter.

Also called a personal computer or

PC.

Software:

The programs which run on a computer. The term

may also include the medium on which programs are stored.

8
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1985: 82.
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Barbara Krohn and Associates, Washington Education Directory, 1987/1988.

CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature

Computers in Education
At first glance one might assume that most elementary
schools do not look appreciably different than they did
twenty years ago.

Most classrooms have had the same

chairs, desks, books, pencils, and bulletin boards. Upon a
closer look, however, the careful observer will probably
find a microcomputer tucked into a corner of the classroom.

This evolution has occured in the last fifteen to

twenty years.
By the mid-1960 1 s, most universities and colleges,
and some larger school districts, had large computer systems that were used for administrative and research purposes.

Occasionally, some creative educators were able to

obtain special computers for instructional purposes.

Also

during the late 1960's, experimental programs were set up
at Stanford University in education, and at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology for simulated on-the-job training.
These projects showed great promise in the computer's
ability to respond to unique learning styles of the individual students. 1

9

10
computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) did not gain hold
in the 1960's or early 1970's in schools due to their cumbersome size, limitations, and cost.

2

Advances in applica-

tions took place in business, industry, and government.
The first of the microcomputers became available to
the public toward the end of the 1970's, with popular
brand names such as Apple, Atari, Radio Shack, and
Commodore being available at neighborhood computer stores.
Thousands of people were using microcomputers on an everyday basis at home and at work by 1980.

3

These new computers had some extra features that made
them more attractive for use by educators. They could display color graphics on television screens, store and
retrieve large amounts of information quickly from disk
drives instead of tapes, and print individualized materials on fast, low-cost printers.
Developments of the computer prompted increasing
optimism about their importance in society and education.
In a 1978 report by the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Science and Technology, the following comment was made:
While a great many people were still debating
whether or not the horse would be replaced,
society's leaders failed to plan properly for
the impact that the technology of the car would
have on civilization. The proper question . . .
now . . . is not whether a computer revolution
is cowing, but how to handle it when it does
come.

11
Because of the availability of low-cost sophisticated
computing equipment, computers have become more widely
used in education and society since 1978, and they still
have not reached their full potential.

While there are

many useful products available, we are just beginning to
learn how to make fuller use of the new equipment offered
by technology.

Computers have been effectively used for

drill and practice, tutorials, and testing.

We are now

seeing educational uses of computers in problem solving,
creative writing, graphics and art, engineering design,
desktop publishing, and many other areas.
The amount of equipment in schools is increasing.
Henry Jay Becker of the Center for Social Organization of
Schools, Johns Hopkins University, found in his 1985 survey of 2,300 public and private schools that there were
one million computers in American elementary and secondary
schools.

Most elementary schools had five or more comput-

ers, and half of all high schools had fifteen or more computers.

In addition, one-fourth of the nation's teachers

were using computers.

The number of computers in schools

quadrupled from 1983 to 1985.

Even with the national

decline in personal computer purchases, he projected that
there would be three million computers in elementary and
secondary schools by the year 1990. 5
Recent advances and innovations are moving the computer into areas of education undreamed of five years ago.

12
Artificial intelligence (AI), desktop publishing, desktop
computers, slow and fast-scan two-way television, telecommunication links to satellites, interactive video disks,
CD-ROM (Compact Disk, Read-Only Memory), and electronic
databases are all possibilities.

Newer uses of technology

that utilize problem solving and enhance thinking skills
are giving students the skills they need for optimal
employment in the information age.

Eighty percent of stu-

dents currently in school will technologically manipulate
information in their work by the year 2000.

6

As a learning

tool, the personal computer is proving to be as important
for certain tasks as textbooks, paper and pencil, and
blackboards and chalk.

Some even believe that it will

totally transform education.
In the Fall of 1984, following the landmark report of
the National Commission of Excellence in Education and the
publishing of "A Nation at Risk," Secretary of Education
Terrel H. Bell established the National Task Force on
Educational Technology.

7

He directed the commission to

investigate the potential of appropriately integrated
technology to improve learning in our nation's schools.
The Task Force returned with four recommendations in a
study titled "Transforming American Education: Reducing
the Risk to the Nation."

As the title states, The Task

Force envisioned a total transformation of the educational
delivery system, and that it be a technology-based

13
education system.

The four areas of recommendation the

schools will need to pay careful attention to are planning, financing, teacher education, and the improvement of
curriculum and instructional practices.

8

Kloosterman, et al (1987), found that many schools'
computer curricula continue to evolve in haphazard ways,
and others, with greater direction.

States and local

school districts have different philosophies on how to
direct the use of computers in the±r schools.

These range

from total control with no intervention at the state
level, to state mandates relating to teacher certification
and curricula.

9

Realizing the need for state-wide direction and support regarding technology education, Dr. Frank Brouillet
has identified technology as a priority area for K-12 education in the State of Washington.

10

In 1985, the State

Board of Education established a requirement that each
school district provide an opportunity for high school
students to take at least one course in computer education.

To enable the Office of Superintendent of Public

Instruction (OSPI) to accomplish Dr. Brouillet's priority
on educational technology, "the 1985 legislature provided
funding for the continuation of a three-part program that
has, since 1983, provided statewide teacher training in
all aspects of classroom computer use.•

11

This was done

through the Computer Information Centers at Educational

14
Service Districts {ESD), as well as the Regional computer
Distribution Centers {RCDC) located in Spokane, Pasco,
Yakima, Wenatchee, Seattle, Mt. Vernon, Olympia, Vancouver, and Bremerton.

Staff from these centers worked with

program specialists at OSPI to provide information and
assistance to districts in the area of educational technology.

12

In a recent article, Dr. Brouillet concluded:
Technology's potential influence in education
is multi-faceted.
The major focus of educators
involved in this field is the integration of the
technology into the curriculum which impact both
the content and the instructional process.
Educators continue to track emerging technologies
by identifying educational potentials and field
testing or piloting applications in the classroom.
Technology will continue to bring social, cultural and economic changes into our lives. The
K-12 educational system needs to consider a
major re-evaluation of its purpose and processes, its goals and direction, and its curriculum
and instruction so it can rise to meet the challenges of the new age.
Meeting these challenges
may bring the educational revision and restructuring ne ssary to meet the needs of tomorrow's
13
students.
Administrative Uses of Computers
In our nation's school systems there are many administrators who have little or no experience with computers.
Others have limited experience using computers to perform
only administrative functions.

In a recent study {McLean,

1986) it was found that only one-half of the responding
principals indicated that they personally used the computer as an administrative tooi. 14

Many school systems

15
have had access to large main frame computers for several
years.

A technological revolution in electronics has

resulted in the placement of relatively inexpensive computers, that have some of the same capabilities of larger
main frame computers, into the schools. Interest by school
administrators should be increasing in the use of these
computers to help perform some of the school administrative functions.
Numerous studies have been done which deal with the
subject of computer literacy. Most of these, however, have
been directed toward the computer competencies for teachers or students.

What about the computer competencies of

administrators? Is it important that they be computer literate to be an effective leader in the school's development of technology?
one study (McGee, 1985) found that for computers to
be successfully implemented in schools, the principal does
not have to be a "dynamic" leader.

Their indirect manage-

ment activities determine the extent of the computer's use
and applications more than their technical expertise.

15

Other writers, such as Joyce Killian (1985) believe
that the promotion of computer literacy must start at the
top, at the administrative level, by offering inservice,
concrete support, and opportunities for participation by
all teachers and students.

16
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Mims and Poirot (1984) identified forty-two computer
competencies for school administrators.

In their study,

there were several in particular that had highest mean
ratings.

They included:

justifying and funding computer

purchases, understanding training needs, identifying tasks
and uses of computers, understanding social issues related
to computing, and having a knowledge of future trends. Two
identifiable areas representing the lowest mean ratings
included being able to write programs and participation in
planning, and design and implementation of administrative
program applications.

17

This seems to be a clear indica-

tion that programming is no longer considered to be a
measurement of computer literacy.
In a more recent study (Montague and King, 1985) of
urban principals and assistant principals, the competencies most highly ranked included: identified educational
tasks that could be computerized, had a working knowledge
of computer hardware and software, and used a computer
terminal and menu-driven programs to perform administrative tasks and generate reports.

18

Most administrators do not have technical backgrounds
and find themselves unprepared to deal with the rapidly
changing computer technology.

No one person can become

proficient in all areas of educational computing. How much
one needs to know is really a function of how far one
needs to go beyond the basics of setting up a

17
microcomputer system and using it to run prepared programs
that have been created by someone else.

Many administra-

tors are able to use existing software effectively and
certainly do not need to become computer programmers to be
considered literate.
Applications which are most beneficial to administrators are word processing and other general applications
such as database management and spreadsheets.

Some pro-

grams are more specific in their appeal to school administrators.

These include resource scheduling, planning and

decision making, attendance, and personnel and financial
records.
Other school administrators are finding many additional uses for microcomputers. Widely recognized applications include controlling inventory, storing and
retrieving information, monitoring energy usage in school
buildings, and designing forms.

Networking is becoming

more popular as it affords administrators immediate access
to central databases and information resources. Communications within a school system can be facilitated with a
computer-based electronic mail system. McLean (1986) found
that the most popular administrative uses of the computer
technology were scheduling, word processing, and maintenance of student attendance. 19

As the role of micro-

computers in education develops further, school
administrators will and must make increased use of them.

18
In a comparison study of surveys, Montague and King
concluded that:
A balance of computer competencies is needed
by school administrators.
Both an understanding
of computer literacy and application skills and
an understanding of broader societal implications of computing to justify greater allocation
of funds and teacher time at computing are
essential as man,gers lead schools into the
information age.
WHAT IS A PRINCIPAL TO DO?
School systems can promote computer literacy among
teachers by starting inservice at the administrative
level, making inservice comprehensive and long term, providing concrete support and offering opportunities for
participation. Killian (1985) did a comparison of two sets
of collected data: a 1982 National Education Association
survey of 1700 "average" teachers and the author's 1983
survey of sixty-one computer literacy "seekers."

An

attempt was made to find out why the "seekers" were trying
to become computer literates, so that a climate could be
generated to encourage others to become "seekers." Killian
made four suggestions from results of the survey:
1. Start inservice at the top with administrators and
supervisors, and they are more likely to promote use of
computers.
2. Choose comprehensive, long term types of staff
inservice.

19
3. Back up good intentions with concrete support.
Most likely to make the difference in the long haul is
day-to-day financial support.
4. Make good ideas contagious.

21

Teachers become encouraged by other teachers, principals, superintendents, and curriculum specialists.

Their

success lies in gradual, cooperative, and practical
efforts within the school environment.
In many schools there are computers, but there is no
overall program for their successful implementation or
administration.

Holland and Rude-Parlins (1986) contended

that the answer to integration of the computer into the
classroom is people; people who understand, accept and
believe in what the machines can do. Because computers are
a technological innovation, more emphasis than usual needs
to be given to the human factors in their adoption and use
in schools.

Five points are made that were applied at

Roosevelt-Perry Elementary School in Jefferson County,
Kentucky:
1. High tech must be balanced by high touch.

The

principal needs to provide comfortable surroundings,
receptive atmosphere, and supportive trainers.
2. Computer uses are designed by and for people.

The

principal needs to involve the teachers in the planning
stages who will be affected by computer use. People within
the organization who come up with new ideas and creative

20
responses are the ones who create a consensus for change.
Mandated change from administration won't work.
3. Implementation goes beyond training.

There needs

to be continuing opportunities for applications on newly
acquired computer skills.

The principal needs to ensure

that teachers develop a plan for practicing their new
skills and link them to their existing teaching techniques.

Principals should use their clinical supervision

skills to coach and reinforce the appropriate use of computers.
4. Principals need to take the lead, creating a
vision of what is possible, and chart a sequential course.
5. Change happens in five stages: readiness, planning, training, implementation, and maintenance.

22

Change does not happen overnight, and principals and
superintendents need to accept that fact.

The staff will

change its day-to-day behavior in stages.

Computer train-

ing has a good chance of taking hold as long as the principal is there to provide resources, support and
recogn1' t 'ion. 23
Principals must also think seriously about the role
of computers in their schools and how they can be used to
improve instruction. Doing the right thing depends greatly
on first having a procedure to follow.
gested the following plan:

1. Form a planning committee.

Parker (1985) sug-

21
2. Develop broad program goals.
3. Write a computer curriculum with specific student

objectives.
4. Implement the plan.

If the district is going to

use computers, it should expect to invest as much in
teacher training as it does on hardware and software.
Since most administrators don't have funds or open positions to hire new teachers with computer skills, they must
plan to train the present staff members, most of whom completed their formal training before computers came into
the schools.
5. Evaluate the program.

To avoid costly errors,

administrators need to carefully evaluate their plans for
using computers in their schools, in terms of educational
goals, and determine how these goals can be obtained.

24

In all three of the above citings, the various
authors believe that for successful implementation of technology, the principals must take the lead and have a
vision of what is possible. Reluctant teachers do not make
tremendous changes without administrative support.

CONCLUSION
David Moursand (1981) cited the lack of adequately
trained teachers and administrators as the "single most
important problem" in computer implernentation.

25

As many

studies have shown, developing inservice training is a

22

crucial responsibility of the principal.

Hausman and

Kipner (1982) noted "among those schools which had problems in implementing the microcomputer, one common denominator seems to be that they received the micros before
they were ready for them."

26

To remedy this problem they

also recommended that administrators be knowledgeable of
its use and capability and ready to support the new acquisition. "Some key individual in the school must be trained
and ready to help teachers and manage the micro. A room or
location must be selected and prepared.

Decisions must be

made concerning microcomputer use and scheduling."

27

Administrators need to use the machine in order to understand its importance, reward teachers who use it, demonstrate how it can be integrated into the curriculum, and
review information about what technology can do for students in the classroom.

28

In Houston (Sturdivant, 1986) a heavy emphasis was
placed on training administrators in computer usage.

All

principals and area superintendents in the district
received 20 hours of training before any training was
given to the teachers.

Other lessons that they learned

were to standardize hardware and software, use technology
to teach technology, and to emphasize practical computer

. t.ions. 29
app 1 1ca
The rapid pace with which changes are taking
place punctuates the fact that nothing is forever.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to
keep abreast of all the latest developments in

23

software and hardware.
It will be important to
grow with the technology and to grasp the full
impl~5ations of moving into the information
age.
Principals that have traditionally guided effective
change efforts in school will work with this effort as
well.

The success of high technology implementation will

lie in cooperative, gradual, and practical efforts within
the school environment.

24
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CHAPTER 3
Methods and Procedures

The purpose of this study was to examine the elementary principal's expertise and use of the microcomputer
and compare it to the availability and attitudes of its
implementation by the teaching staff.

A thirty-four item

questionnaire (Appendix A) was mailed to a random sample
of elementary principals in the State of Washington.

The
names were taken from the Washington Education Directory 1

which lists approximately 1000 elementary principals from
throughout the state.

It was decided that the random sam-

ple would include about fifty of these principals.

For

randomization, the first elementary principal of every
fifth school district, as listed alphabetically by county
in the educational directory, was chosen.

The random sam-

ple of fifty-eight principals received the questionnaire
through the mail.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire in this study was designed primarily by the writer.

Although none of the questions used

came from their work, some ideas for the questions came
from Montaque and King, 2 as well as the computer education
27
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questionnaire in "Self Study Implementation Manual" (SPI,
1987),

3

and a survey from Learning86.

4

The first section of the questionnaire included general information about the sex and age of the individual,
highest degree held, administrative and teaching experience, size of the school and number of teaching staff. The
principal was also asked to assess the average income
level of the school's community.
In the first part of section two, the respondent was
asked to evaluate her/himself as a computer user, and
identify the role of the computer in elementary education.
The section was also designed to determine if the principal had gained additional knowledge of computers since the
school received the first computer, and how that knowledge
was gained.

The second part of section two was a chart

designed to have the principal estimate the number of
hours per week that (s)he used the computer for at-school
tasks, and to determine the most frequent applications by
the principal.
Section three of the questionnaire was designed to
determine if the computer took an active role in the education of children in the respondent's building.

This was

determined by the number of computers per child, as well
as the staff's level of computer expertise and attitudes
toward their use, as evaluated by the principal.

The

respondent was also asked who controlled the computer
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curriculum, as well as who was most influential in implementing the computers in her/his building.
The final section of the questionnaire was designed
to determine the inservice techniques used by the principal that were effective in getting teachers to use the
computers.

Also in this section, two questions were

included to see if there might still exist problems in the
implementation of computers in the building.

GATHERING THE DATA
An introductory letter (Appendix B), the questionnaire, and a stamped, self addressed reply envelope were
mailed on May 5, 1988 with the hope that it would reach
the respondent's desk first thing, Monday morning, May 9.
A follow-up letter (Appendix C) and a second copy of the
questionnaire were mailed on May 18, 1988, to those would
had not yet responded to the first mailing.
Responses to the first and second mailings numbered
forty-four (75.86 percent).

One questionnaire was invali-

dated because of inconsistencies.

This questionnaire was

not included in the study.

TREATMENT OF THE DATA
The data from all four sections were collected,
organized and analyzed.
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Responses to the first section of the questionnaire,
Demographics, were tabulated, summarized and converted to
percentages.
Responses to the second section, Principal's Self
Evaluation, were tabulated and plotted on tables according
to the number of responses. The last question of this section is a chart on which the principal was asked to indicate the number of hours per week that (s)he used the
microcomputer for at-school tasks.

This chart was totaled

for each respondent to find the amount and types of usage.
The responses to the third and fourth sections of the
questionnaire, Computers in the Building and Teacher
Inservice, were tabulated by number and percent.
All percentages in the questionnaire were rounded off
to the nearest one-hundredth of one percent, and in keeping with the spirit of the study, all tabulations and
sorting were done with a microcomputer database program.
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NOTES

1 Barbara Krohn and Associates, Washington Education
Directory, 1987/1988.
2 Elaine c. Montague and Richard A. King, "Which Computer competencies are Most Needed by School Managers? A
Comparison of the Views of Computer Experts and School
Principals," Educational Technology, March 1985, 25-30.
3
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Self-Study
Implementation Manual, (Olympia: n.p., June, 1987), 53-65.
4
"What Teachers Had to Say About Using Computers in
Today's Schools," Learning86, March 1986: 51-55.

CHAPTER 4
Analysis of the Data

The purpose of this chapter is to present the data
gathered from the survey.

The manner in which it is pre-

sented follows the same order in which it appeared on the
questionnaire.

The questionnaire was designed with four

major divisions.

"Demographics" was designed to gather

information about the principal.

"Principal's

Self-Evaluation" was intended to elicit responses as to
how each actually assessed her/his abilities on the computer, as well as a time analysis of which administrative
tasks for which it was used.

The next section, "Computers

in the Building" was designed to get a count of the computers in the building, as well as the principal's assessment of the staff's ability and attitude on the computer.
The final section of the questionnaire, "Teacher Inservice," was constructed to find out what types of inservice
and incentives were made available to the teachers to
become computer users.

Demographics
The intent of this section was to find out about the
respondents.

Each question was asked to see if any of the
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areas had a direct relationship as to whom was more likely
to be, or not to be, computer users.

All of the data are

discussed and shown on Table 1.
In this study, thirty or 69.77 percent of the respondents were males, while thirteen or 30.23 percent were
females.
One or 2.33 percent indicated the age of 20-29 years.
Twelve or 27.91 percent were 30-39, eighteen or 41.86 percent were 40-49, twelve or 27.91 were 50-59, and zero or
0.00 percent were 60 years or older.
The majority of the principals surveyed, thirty-six
or 83.72 percent, had an M.A. or M.S. degree. Five principals or 11.63 percent had their Ph.D. or Ed.D., while two
or 4.65 percent had only a B.A. or B.S.
The data gathered indicated that fourteen or 32.56
percent of the respondents had three to six years of
administrative experience, and fourteen or 32.56 percent
had seven to ten years experience.

Five or 11.63 percent

indicated sixteen to twenty years administrative experience, as well as five or 11.63 percent with over twenty
years experience.

Three or 6.98 percent indicated eleven

to fifteen years experience, while two or 4.65 percent had
one to two years as an administrator.
The school size included in the study ranged from
schools with fewer than two hundred students to schools
having over six hundred.

Ten or 23.26 percent of the
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schools had an enrollment of 1-199 pupils.

Eight or 18.60

principals indicated an enrollment of 200-299.

Five or

11.63 percent had a pupil enrollment of 300-399. Only four
or 9.30 percent responded with 300-399.

Ten or 23.26 per-

cent had 500-599 enrolled, and six or 13.95 percent indicated school size as over 600 students.
The next question revealed that most principals
supervise 29 teachers or fewer.

Nine or 20.93 percent had

from 1-9 teachers, while fourteen or 32.56 percent had
10-19, and fourteen or 32.56 had 20-29 teachers.

One or

2.33 percent supervised 30-39 teachers, and four or 9.30
percent had a staff of 40-49.

Only one or 2.33 percent

surveyed had a staff larger than 50.
Finally, the principals were asked to describe the
income level of their students' parents, compared to other
communities in Washington State.

The data indicated that

most principals felt that their area is average or poorer
than other communities in the state.

One or 2.33 percent

indicated their school was much wealthier, while two or
4.65 percent indicated above average wealth.

Fifteen

respondents or 34.88 percent indicated that their school
was average in community wealth.

The highest number,

twenty-one or 48.84 percent indicated below average
income, and four or 9.30 percent indicated much poorer.
Table 1 shows the results of the demographic information
in numbers and percentages.
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Table 1
Demographic Information About the
Principals Being Surveyed

Statements

Number

Percent

sex
Male
Female

30
13

69.77%
30.23

1
12
18
12
0

2.33
27.91
41. 86
27.91

2
36
5

4.65
83.72
11. 63

2
14
14
3
5
5

4.56
32.56
32.56
6.98
11. 63
11. 63

1
11
16
6
7
2

2.33
25.58
37.21
13.95
16.28
4.56

10
8
5
4
10
6

23.26
18.60
11. 63
9.30
23.26
13.95

Age
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-79
Highest Degree Earned
B.A. or B.S.
M.A. or M.S.
Ed.D. or Ph.D.
Years Administrative Experience
1-2
3-6
7-10
11-15
16-20
20+
Years Teaching Experience
1-2
3-6
7-10
11-15
16-20
20+
Student Enrollment
1-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599
600+

o.oo
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Table 1 (continued)

==================================-===-===---------------Statements
Number of Full Time Teachers
1-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+
Income Level of Parents
Much Wealthier
Above Average
Average
Below Average
Much Poorer

Number

Percent

9
14
14
1
4
1

20.93
32.56
32.56
2.33
9.30
2.33

1
2
15
21
4

2.33
4.65
34.88
48.84
9.30

Principal's Self-Evaluation
This section of the questionnaire was designed to
have the principal rate her/himself as a computer user.

A

similar question was asked again in Part III, about the
teachers, so that a comparison could be made between the
two groups.
Thirty-eight or 88.37 percent indicated that their
secretary used a computer, while five or 11.63 percent
indicated that they did not.
Twenty-three or 53.49 percent had a computer (other
than the secretaries) for their own use, while twenty or
46.51 percent did not.
Twelve of the thirty-three or 52.17 indicated that
they used Apple II or Apple II compatibles, seven or 30.43
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percent used Apple MacIntosh, six or 26.09 percent used
I8M compatibles, while one or 4.35 percent used a Radio
Shack.

Three of the principals used more than one type of

computer.
Nineteen or 44.19 percent did not use a computer at
home, while twenty-four or 55.81 percent did.
Table 2 shows the results of change in the principal's self-perception from when the first computer came
into her/his building until now.

Twelve or 27.91 percent

had little or no knowledge of computer operation when the
PC's were first introduced to the school, while now only
two or 4.65 percent still feel that way. Ten or 23.26 percent indicated that they were somewhat informed but had
never used one, while only three or 6.98 percent still
feel that way.

Nine or 20.93 percent said they had used a

computer, whereas ten or 23.26 percent rated themselves at
that level now.

Only three or 6.98 percent rated them-

selves as knowing a lot about computers, whereas ten or
23.26 percent now rate themselves as computer users.

Cre-

ating word processing documents, databases, and spreadsheets could only be done by five or 11.63 percent originally, whereas fifteen or 34.88 percent rate themselves at
that point now.

Only two or 4.55 percent rated themselves

as a computer "Wiz" originally, but three or 6.98 percent
do now.

Two principals rated themselves as "other" when

the school first received computers.

Each noted they were
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not a principal or in that building at the time. The principal's average level of computer literacy, based on a one
to six scale, increased by 1.78 points (from 2.20 to 3.98)
since the first computer came into the school.

Table 2
A Comparison of the Principal's Levels
of Computer Literacy

==========================================================
Statement

At First
No. Percent

Little or no knowledge
12
Somewhat informed
10
Have used a computer
9
Can use prepared software
3
Can create documents
5
computer Wiz
2
Other (Not in building at time) 2

27.91%
23.26
20.93
6.98
11.63
4.65
4.65

Now
No. Percent
2

3
10
10
15
3

4.65%
6.98
23.26
23.26
34.88
6.98

0

o.oo

Principals listed several sources of training and
information for their increase in knowledge. Thirty-one or
72.09 percent listed workshops and courses.

Fourteen or

32.56 percent attained knowledge from teachers and
friends.

Nine or 20.93 percent acquired additional

knowledge from magazines and mailings, and eight or 18.60
percent learned from other principals.

Five or 11.63

percent visited other schools, and only two or 4.65
percent claimed that they were helped by their school
board or superintendent.

Other sources listed included:

read manuals, help from spouse, and personal interest.
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The principals felt that the best use of a computer
was that of a teaching tool and a classroom resource tool.
Twenty-four or 55.81 percent checked both of these responses.

Eight or 18.60 percent felt the computer was essen-

tial for basic skills of programming and keyboarding. Zero
or 0.00 percent felt that the computer was a frill or a
passing fad.

One write-in response was; "A Must!" Some

respondents checked more than one item.
The last part of Section II was a chart that the
principals were asked to complete, estimating the number
of hours per week they personally used the computer for
at-school tasks. Twelve or 27.91 percent of the responding
principals did not use the computer at school, and
thirty-one or 72.09 percent used it in varying degrees. As
shown in Table 3, thirty-one or 100% of the respondents
who use the computer did so on the average of 2.19 hours
per week for word processing.

Following word processing,

in declining order of number of hours per week, the list
continued with desktop publishing, maintenance of school
records, designing forms, database management, spreadsheets and budgets, financial records, personnel records,
networking within the district, attendance, electronic
mail, previewing classroom software, telecommunications,
decision making (artificial intelligence), inventory
control, resource scheduling, monitor energy usage, and
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interactive video disk technology.

Table 3 also shows the

ranking by number of users.

Table 3
At-School Usage of Computer
By Principals

==========================================================
Statement

Total Hours
Used in Wk.

Word Processing
68
Designing Forms
13.5
Desktop Publishing
23.5
Database Management
13.5
Maint/Student Records 14
Attendance
5.5
Personnel Records
7
Inventory Control
2
Spreadsheets/Budgets
11. 5
Financial Records
9
Networking in District 6
Electronic Mail
5
Telecommunications
4.5
Resource Scheduling
1.5
Decision Making (AI)
3
Monitor Energy Use
0.5
Preview Class Software 5
Interactive Video Disks 0.5
Satellite Up/Downlink
o.o

No. who
use
31
16
15
11
10
3
7
4
8
6
2
3
4
2
3
1
6
1
0

Rank by
Hours

Rank by
No./Use

1
4
2
5
3
10
8
15
6
7
9
11
13
16
14
17
12
18
19

1
2
3
4
5
12
7
10
6
9
15
13
11
16
14
17
8

18
19

The average number of hours per week that the computer was used by principals was figured two different
ways.

Counting only the thirty-one individuals who used a

computer, they spent an average of 6.24 hours per week at
the computer.

Using forty-three, the total sampling, as a

basis, the average was 4.50 hours a week.
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Table 4 shows the relationship between the principal's self-assessed level of computer literacy as compared
to the number of hours per week (s)he personally used it
for at-school tasks.

It appeared, as would be expected,

that those who rated her/himself as "knowing a lot about
computers at the present time," and higher, used the computer considerably more than those who did not know a lot
about the computer.
The size of the principal's building was compared to
the amount of time spent at the computer in Table 5.

It

appeared that there was no relationship between the size
of the school to the amount of time a principal has to
spend at the computer.

Table 4
Comparison of Principal's Level of Computer Literacy
to the Number of Hours per Week of Usage

Statement

Princi:eals
No. Percent

Little Knowledge
2
Somewhat Informed 3
Computer User
10
Know a Lot
10
Can Create Docu.
14
Computer Wiz
4

4.65%
6.98
23.26
23.26
32.56
9.30

Total Hours
Per Week

Average
Hrs7user

o.o

o.oo

9.5
12.5
45.0
74.5
52.5

3.17
1.25
4.50
5.32
13.13
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Table 5
Comparison of Principal's School Size to the
Number of Hours per Week of Usage

==========================================----============
Enrollment

Princi:eals
No. Percent

1-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599
600+

10
8
5
4
10
6

23.26%
18.60
11. 63
9.30
23.26
13.95

Total Hours
Per Week
37.0
40.5
13.0
30.5
39.5
33.5

Avera e
Hrs User
3.70
5.06
2.60
7.63
3.95
5.58

Com:euters in the Building
The main purpose of this third section was to find
how the elementary principal rated the staff's computer
literacy.
The survey found that in the forty-three schools surveyed, there was a wide discrepancy of number of computers
in use.

The range was one to forty-nine computers per

building, with a total of 671 and an average of 15.60 computers per building.

Table 6 indicates how the number of

computers in a school is related to the enrollment of the
school.
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Table 6
Comparison of the Enrollment in the School to the
Number of Computers Available for Student Use

Enrollment

1-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599
600+

No. Schools

No. Computers

Avera9e
Comp/Bldg

80
98
60
83
198
162

8.00
12.25
12.00
20.76
19.80
27.00

10
8
5
4
10
6

One or 2.33 percent rated his/her staff as having
little or no computer knowledge, while zero or 0.00 percent rated their staff as somewhat informed, but not
users. Eighteen or 41.86 percent rated their staff as having just used computers, while twenty or 46.51 percent
indicated that they knew a lot about computers.

Three or

6.98 percent of the principals said their teachers could
write simple programs and create applications, and one or

2.33 percent were competent programmers.
When asked to rate her/his staff's current level of
computer literacy, the principal generally rated the staff
opposite of how they rated themself.

They rated the staff

lower if they rated themself high, and the staff higher if
they rated themself low.

Twenty-two or 51.16 percent of

the principals rated their staff as being lower in computer literacy than themselves, while eight or 18.60
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percent felt they were equal to, and thirteen or 30.23
percent felt the teachers were more literate.
The attitude of the staff toward computer use in education was generally positive. Ten or 23.26 percent of the
principals indicated their teachers were enthusiastic.
Twenty or 46.51 percent indicated a positive attitude.
Eleven or 25.58 percent felt the staff had mixed feelings,
while one or 2.33 indicated a skeptical staff, and one or
2.33 percent indicated opposition. The data showed that as
the principal's level of literacy went up, the staff's
attitude towards computers improved.
When describing the computer curriculum in their
schools, two or 4.65 percent of the principals indicated
that their schools had an exemplary program.

Eight or

18.60 percent said they had a strong program, and seventeen or 39.53 percent indicated adequate programs.

Four-

teen or 32.56 percent rated theirs as in very early
stages, while two or 4.65 percent said their program was
virtually nonexistent.

On a one-to-five rating scale, the

mean response is 2.86, which would show a trend that most
principals felt that their curriculum was close to being
adequate.
Three or 6.98 percent of the principals indicated
that central office and/or the computer coordinator manages all aspects of computer implementation in his/her
building.

Six or 13.95 percent indicated great control,
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ten or 23.26 percent said control was about half, sixteen
or 37.21 percent indicated very little, and eight or 18.60
percent indicated no control by the central office.
Table 7 gives a mean rating of how the principals
responded when asked to rank on a 1 to 5 scale (1
important; 5

= not

= absolutely essential) to the importance of

computer instruction in each grade level of their
building. The number of responses and mean score are indicated.

Table 7
Importance of Computer Instruction
Rated by Grade Level

==========================================================
Rating

KG

Gr. l

Gr. 2

Gr.3

Gr. 4

Gr.5

Gr.6

Gr.7

Gr.8

1
2
3
4
5

12
13
7
3
2

5
19
8
5
1

7
11
13
6
2

4
8
18
6
3

4
8
16
8
6

2
6
11
12
8

3
4
7
9
8

2
1
2
3
2

2
1
1
4
2

No
Response 6

5

4

4

1

4

12

33

33

2.42

2.62

2.90

3.10

3.46

3.48

3.20

3.30

Mean

2.19

Computer instruction, according to the principals,
was not as important in the primary grades as in the
intermediate grades.
Seventeen or 39.53 percent of the principals surveyed
indicated that teachers were favorable toward innovations
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most of the time.

Twenty-five or 58.14 percent said their

teachers were generally willing to try something new if it
was educationally sound. Zero or 0.00 percent of the principals indicated that the teachers preferred not to change
their established style or materials, and one or 2.33 percent said the staff was not usually favorable toward innovations.

Interestingly, the one principal who said his

staff was not favorable toward innovations, also claimed
little or no knowledge of computer operation and applications, did not use a computer for at-school tasks, and had
fewer than the average number of computers in his building. He has been an administrator for 16-20 years, and
lives in a community where the income level of the parents
is much poorer than the average Washington city.
Finally, when rank ordering the three individuals or
groups that have been most influential in implementing
computers in the school, the most often mentioned was an
enthusiastic teacher.

Principals rated themselves second,

and the superintendent third. These results can be seen in
Table 8.
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Table 8
Principal's Ranking of Most Influential
Computer User/Group in School

==========================================================
Person

Board
Members
3
Super int.
10
Central
Office
3
Computer
Coordin.
2
Principal
8
Media Dir.
2
Enthusiastic
Teacher
15
Other
Teachers
0
No Response
0

Mean

Rank 2
No.
Pts.

Rank 3
Pts.
No.

30

2
1

4
2

6
3

6
3

.44
.81

9

1

2

1

1

.28

6
24
6

2
13
3

4
26
6

4
7
1

4
7
1

.33
1.33
.30

45

10

20

6

6

1. 65

0
0

10
1

20
2

10
5

10
5

.70
.16

Rank 1
Pts.
No.

9

Question 4 in Section III of the survey was not tallied or used.

Most respondents were confused as to how to

answer the question.

Teacher Inservice
As noted earlier in the study, providing inservice is
a very important responsibility of the principal as the
instructional leader in the building. The fourth and final
section of the questionnaire dealt with types of encouragement and techniques and/or inservice used by the principal to get teachers to use the computer.
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On a given list, principals were asked to check any
of the techniques successfully used to get teachers to use
the computer.
encouragement.

The most frequently used technique was
This method was used by twenty-nine or

67.44 percent of the responding principals. Other successfully used methods included informal discussions, direct
help, and appealing to their sense of professionalism.
Most often mentioned as the most effective method was
encouragement with 44.83 percent.
Twenty-eight or 65.11 percent of the respondents
indicated that inservice or graduate credits were the
greatest incentive for teachers to learn about computers.
Also listed, in rank order were: release time, payment for
working on a committee, direct bonus pay, and increased
job security.
On a list of the ways teachers learned to use computers, principals indicated that district inservice
courses and workshops were the most frequently used.

The

other areas in rank order included: Out of district workshops, self taught, college courses, and instruction by
principal.

Also mentioned were teachers learning from

spouses and friends.
The next two questions in the survey dealt with problems that principals might encounter while implementing a
computer curriculum.

On a list where the respondent could

check any which apply, the most frequently checked was the
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lack of teacher training with twenty-one or 48.84 percent
responding.

Others in rank order were: financial con-

straints, time demands of other subjects, scheduling, not
enough software, poor software, machine breakdowns, and
poor or nonexistent guidelines.

Thirty-one or 72.09 per-

cent of the respondents said that the principal was the
one left responsible for solving these problems.

Other

responsible individuals, listed in rank order, included:
the effected teacher, district computer coordinator, and
media center specialist.
Principals rated personal rewards, recognition from
the community, and recognition from the superintendent and
the school board as their main incentives to implement a
computer curriculum in the school.
Finally, eighteen or 41.86 percent of the principals
increased their involvement in implementing a computer
curriculum in the last two years.

Seventeen or 39.53 per-

cent claimed to have remained about the same, while three
or 6.98 percent were less involved.
did not respond to this question.

Five or 11.63 percent

CHAPTER 5
summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
Each school year brings a new challenge to the school
administrator;
data.

how to keep track of the huge amount of

Keeping track of students generates volumes of

paperwork.

Each student must be tracked for daily atten-

dance, scheduled into a class, assigned to a bus route,
graded, evaluated, and tested.

Books and supplies must be

purchased and inventoried, and teachers and aides scheduled.

Traditionally, this information was stashed away on

the ESD or district mainframe computer, where the school
principal couldn't find or readily use it.

Educational

administrators, like their counterparts in business, are
turning to the personal computer as a way to keep their
data at hand and easy to find.
Like other managers, the school principal wants to
present professional-looking papers, newsletters, handbooks, and budgets, and wants to see graphs, charts, and
reports that accurately depict the state of the building
and students.
This study has focused on the growth of computer
usage by elementary principals in education.
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Fifty-eight
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principals, representing fifty-eight of the 297 school
districts in Washington State were randomly selected and
mailed a questionnaire to assess their own personnal abilities, as well as the staff, in microcomputer usage, knowledge, and acceptance. The conclusions and recommendations
of this study were drawn from the data collected in the
survey.

Conclusions
Based on the support of the data gathered by the
reviewer, it can be concluded that computers have taken a
very important role in the elementary education system,
and are widely used by students, teachers, secretaries,
and administrators in varied applications.
The data indicated that very few school offices were
without a computer.

Most secretaries and many principals

used the computer for a variety of tasks.
Evidence developed by the study indicated that most
principals learned about computers at workshops, courses,
or from an enthusiastic teacher in the building.
The results showed that principals felt that the computer was important in education and not just a "frill" or
"passing fad."
The data gathered also indicated that principals who
used computers for at-school tasks, did so on the average
of 6.24 hours per week, with some principals spending over
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twenty hours per week at the computer.

The most common

applications were word processing and desktop publishing,
and principals have purchased powerful office computers
such as IBM clones and Apple Macintoshes to help them with
these management tasks.
Within the limits of this study, it can be concluded,
as with the research of Henry J. Becker,

1

that most ele-

mentary schools do have five or more computers.

There was

a wide discrepency in the number of computers per building.

It was found that the number of computers per build-

ing is more likely related to the building enrollment
rather than the principal's or staff's ability.
Principals who rated themselves low in computer ability rated their staff higher, and those who rated themself
high in computer ability, generally rated their staff
lower.

However, the data gathered from the principals

indicated that the staff's attitude toward computers
improved as the principal's level of literacy went up.
The results showed that principals felt that their
computer curriculum is adequate, but there is still room
for growth.

They indicated that infusion of the computer

curriculum is more important at the intermediate level
than at the primary level.

Principals were in agreement

that their staffs were favorable toward innovation and
willing to try something new if it was educationally
sound.
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The most often and successfully used method of
getting teachers to use the computer was through encouragement by the principal, while graduate credits and inservice were the greatest incentives.
Data indicated that problems still existed in computer education.

Lack of teacher training, financial

constraints, poor software and hardware, machine breakdowns, and nonexistent guidelines were the largest
problems, and the principals indicated that they were the
ones usually responsible for finding the solution.
Finally, within the limits of this study it can be
concluded, as with the research of Glenn w. McKee III, 2
that for computers to be successfully implemented in
schools, the principal does not have to be a "dynamic"
leader.

Their indirect management activities, rather than

their technical expertise, determine the extent of the
computer's use and applications.

District-provided inser-

vice courses and workshops for teachers were the most frequently used methods of computer instruction.

Data showed

that computer instruction by the principal was the
least-used method.

Recommendations
Based on the results of this study, the following
recommendations are made:
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1.

The elementary school principal should establish

a plan for the computer usage in the building if one does
not already exist.
2.

The elementary school principal should continue

to listen to the needs of the staff, and give incentives
to the "enthusiastic teacher" who would share computer
ideas with other staff members.
3.

The elementary school principal should encourage

teachers to implement new, educationally sound principles,
ideas, and technologies, and then back them up financially
and with inservice opportunities.
4.

Colleges should train the teachers of tomorrow on

computer technology and related innovations.
5.

The elementary school principal should encourage

the school secretary to continue to receive training and
make appropriate use of the computer in the office.
6.

The elementary school principal should continue

to attend workshops and read professional journals about
educational uses of computers, and share new innovative
ideas with staff members.
7.

The elementary principal should take classes on a

regular basis to gain knowledge of the trends in educational technology and futurism.
8.

The elementary school principal who does not want

to become proficient in using the computer, should, as a
minimum, receive training about the computer's potential,
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implementation, and obstacles, as well as administrative
policies, priorities, curriculum, and future goals of the
district.
9.

The elementary school principal should continue

to use the computer for duties necessary to do her/his
administrative management function, but have the secretary
do the usual typing, correspondence, and word processing.
10.

The elementary school principal should find a

proper balance between computer usage and other administrative duties.

The principal's time, as the building's

instructional leader, should be spent in supervision,
observation, curriculum development, and being with children. The personal touch, pleasant smile, frown, laughter,
and facial expressions are human factors that the principal can use to reward and motivate.

The principal cannot

compete with computers for memory retention, but computers
cannot compete with humans for personality. Therefore, the
principal should not be administrating an elementary
school from behind a computer.
11.

A study should be conducted to see how the ele-

mentary principal budgets her/his time among the various
tasks of elementary school administration.
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NOTES

1 Henry Jay Becker, "Using Computers for Instruction," BYTE, February 1987: 149.
2

Glenn William McGee III, "The Role of the Principal
in Implementing Technological Innovation in Elementary
School" (Ph.D. diss., The University of Chicago, 1985).
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APPENDIX A.
I.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Questionnaire

Please check the one best answer
to each question.

1.

Sex:

1. Male

2.

Age:

3.

Highest degree earned:
1. B.A. or B.S.
4. M.A.+ or M.S.+
- 2 . B.A.+ or B.s.+ =5· Ed.D. or Ph.D.
=3• M.A. or M.S.

4.

Administrative experience (years):
1. 1-2
3. 7-10
5. 16-20
=2. 3-6
=4. 11-15 - 6 . 21+

5.

Teaching experience (years):
1. 0-2
3. 7-10
5. 16-20
=2· 3-6
=4. 11-15 =6· 21+

6.

student enrollment in your school:
1. 1-199
3. 300-399
5. 500-599
=2· 200-299 =4. 400-499
=6. 600+

7.

Number of full-time teachers in your school:
1. 1-9
3. 20-29
s. 40-49
=2. 10-19 =4· 30-39
=6· 50+

8.

Compared to other communities in Washington, how
would you describe the income level of parents whose
students attend your school?
1. much wealthier
4. below average
--2. above average
- 5 . much poorer
=3· average
-

II.

PRINCIPAL'S SELF EVALUATION

1.

Does your secretary use a microcomputer or terminal
in the school office?
__1. yes
__ 2. no

2.

Do you have a microcomputer or terminal, other than
the secretary's, for your use in your office?
_ l . yes
__ 2. no

1. 20-29
=2· 30-39

2. Female
3. 40-49
=4. 50-59
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5. 60-69
- 6 . 70-79
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3.

If yes, what make do you personally use?
5. Apple II
1. IBM
--2. IBM Compatible --6. Apple Compatible
--3. Tandy or
--7. Terminal to
-main frame
Radio Shack
4. MacIntosh
8. Other

----

4.

Do you use a personal computer at home?
__1. yes
2. no
brand_____

5.

Put an {X) in front of your level of literacy when
your school received its first computer.
1. Little or no knowledge of computer operation
and applications.
2. Somewhat informed, but have never used a
computer.
3. Have used a computer.
--4. Know a lot about computers, and can use a
variety of software.
__ 5. Can create word processing documents, databases, and spreadsheets.
__6. Arn a computer "wiz" - am able to solve most of
the hardware/software problems in my building.
__7. Other (please describe) _____________

6.

Put an {X) in front of your current level of
literacy.
_ l . Little or no knowledge of computer operation
and applications.
_2. Somewhat informed, but have never used a
computer.
3. Have used a computer.
- 4 . Know a lot about computers, and can use a
variety of software.
5. Can create word processing documents, databases, and spreadsheets.
6. Arn a computer "wiz" - am able to solve most of
the hardware/software problems in my building.
7. Other (please describe)

7.

Where did you gain training and information about
microcomputers? {Check any which apply)
1. magazines/ mailings
- 2 . workshops/ courses
- 3 . visits to other schools
--4. other principal{s)
--5. teacher(s)
--6. friend{s)
--7. school board or superintendent
- 8 . computer salesman
- 9 . other

-------------
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8.

The best description of a computer's role in an
elementary school is:
1. teaching tool (computer assisted learning)
--2. classroom tool or resource
-(word processing, databases, etc.)
3. essential basic skills (programming,
keyboarding)
4. frill
--5. passing fad
--6. other

9.

Estimate the number of hours per week that you
personally use the computer for any of the following
at-school tasks:
0

word processing
designing forms
desktop publishing
database management
maint. of student records
attendance
personnel records
inventory control
spreadsheets/budgets
financial records
networking within district
electronic mail
telecommunications
resource scheduling
decision making (AI)
monitor energy usage
preview classroom software
interactive video disks
satellite uplink/downlink
other

.5

1

2

I
I

I

!

3

4+
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III. COMPUTERS IN THE BUILDING
1.

How many computers do you now have in your building?

2.

What makes of computers do you have? (put the
quantity next to each model or brand)
Apple II
Apple MacIntosh
Apple compatible
IBM
Atari
IBM compatible
Texas Instruments
Radio Shack
Commodore
Other

3.

Put a check in front of your staff's current level of
computer literacy.
__1. little or no knowledge of computer operation
and applications.
2. somewhat informed, but have never used a
computer.
3. most have used a computer.
=4· know a lot about computers, can use a variety
of software, but cannot write programs or
create applications such as databases or
spreadsheets.
_5. can write simple text or graphics programs, or
create small application programs such as
databases or spreadsheets.
6. competent programmers.
=7· other (please describe) _____________

4.

What percentage of the teachers in your building use
the computers for Computer Assisted Instruction
(CAI), word processing, or database management to
teach, reinforce, or supplement important skills,
writing, or research?
A. Put an ( R) next to the percentage of teachers who use

on a Regular basis.
B. Put an ( 0) next to the percentage of teachers who use

on an Occasional basis.

c. Put a (D) next to the percentage of teachers who
Don't use the computers.

---1.2.

0-10%
11-20%
3. 21-30%
4. 31-40%
5. 41-50%

----

---6.7.
- 8.9.
--10.

51-60%
61-70%
71-80%
81-90%
90-100%
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5.

What is the general attitude of your classroom
teachers toward computer use in elementary education?
4. skeptical
1. enthusiastic
--5. opposed
--2. positive
--3. mixed
--6. other:

6.

The computer curriculum at your school can be best
described as:
1. an exemplary program
--2. a strong program
--3. adequate, but we still have a way to go
--4. very early stages
--5. virtually nonexistent

7.

How much control does the central office, or a
district computer coordinator, exert over computer
implementation in your school?
1. manages all aspects
4. very little
--2. great control
--5. none
--3. about half
--

8.

For each grade level in your school, please rank the
importance of computer instruction on a one-to-five
scale. (1 = not important at all:
5 = absolutely
essential)
kindergarten
fifth
first
sixth
seventh
second
third
eighth
fourth

9.

Are the teachers at your school favorable toward
innovations?
1. Yes, most of the time.
- 2 . Generally willing to try something new if it
is educationally sound.
3. Generally prefer not to change their
established style or materials.
4. Not usually.

10.

Please rank order the three individuals or groups in
your school who have been the most influential in
implementing computers. (1 is the most important)
1. board members
--2. superintendent
--3. central office personnel
--4. district computer coordinator
--5. principal (self)
--6. media center director
- 7 . an enthusiastic teacher
--8. classroom teachers
- 9 . other

---------
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IV.

TEACHER INSERVICE

1.

on the list below, check any of the techniques that
you have successfully used to get teachers to use the
computer. Please star (*) the most effective one.
1. encouragement
--2. rewards or recognition
--3. written notes/memos
--4. informal discussions
--5. formal written directive
--6. made it a job requirement
--7. peer pressure
- 8 . student pressure
--9. appealed to their sense of professionalism
--10. your personal charisma
--11. subtle threats
- 1 2 . helped them directly
--13. other

2.

Are any of the following incentives available to
teachers in your building for learning about educational uses of computers? (check all which apply)
1. inservice or graduate credits (which may
result in incremental pay raise)
_ 2 . direct bonus or pay (other than
increments)
3. salary increase directly tied to usage
- 4 . increased job security
- 5 . release time to take classes
- 6 . payment for working on a computer
curriculum committee

3.

How do most teachers in your school learn to use a
computer?
1. instruction by principal
--2. self taught
- 3 . college course(s)
--4. district inservice courses or workshops
--5. out of district workshops (ESD, etc.)
=6· other
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4.

What problems have you encountered while implementing
the computer curriculum in your building?
1. scheduling
--2. machine breakdowns
--3. poor software
- 4 . not enough software
- 5 . lack of teacher training
--6. financial constraints
--7. time demands of other problems and
-subjects
__8. poor or nonexistent guidelines
9. administrative or parental pressure
--10. other:

5.

Who is responsible for solving these problems?
1. the teacher who is affected
--2. district computer coordinator
--3. principal
--4. vice principal
--5. media center specialist
--6. other:

6.

What incentives do you have, as a principal, to
implement a computer curriculum? (Check all which
apply)
1. financial reward
--2. recognition from superintendent or board
- 3 . recognition from other principals and
-teachers
4. recognition from the community
--5. increased professional status
- 6 . increased job security
- 7 . better chance for promotion
--8. more influence or power in school,
district, or community
9. personal rewards
=10. other:

7.

How has your involvement in implementing a computer
curriculum changed in the last two years?
1. decreased
--2. remained about the same
= 3 · increased

APPENDIX B.

Cover Letter

May 1, 1988
Dear Principal,
I am currently studying, as part of my Master of Education requirement, the extent and type of usage of computers by elementary principals and their staffs. The
questionnaire enclosed is designed to ascertain your abilities as a computer user, as well as an appraisal of your
staff's expertise.
In order that this study's results accurately represent the feelings and abilities of elementary principals
throughout the state, it is important that each questionnaire be completed and returned.
You may be assured of complete confidentiality. The
questionnaire has an identification number for mailing and
return purposes only. When your questionnaire is returned,
its number will be checked off my mailing list. Your name
will not appear on the questionnaire at any time.
The completed data of this study will be available
for public review once my thesis appears in Central
Washington University's Library in Ellensburg. If you
would like a brief summary of the results, feel free to
write to me at the above address. To ensure confidentiality, please do not write this request on the questionnaire
itself.
Please complete the questionnaire and return to me by
May 19, 1988, in the enclosed, self-addressed, stamped,
envelope.
If you have any questions regarding the enclosed
questionnaire or the study, please feel free to write or
call. My home telephone number is: (206) 533-0205.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely yours,
Paul H. Nelson
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Please Note: Personally Identifiable Information was redacted due to privacy concerns.

APPENDIX C.

Follow-up Letter

May 18, 1988
Dear Principal,
Two weeks ago a questionnaire seeking information
about the uses of computers in the elementary schools was
mailed to you.
If you have already filled out this questionnaire and
it is in the mail, please accept my sincere thanks. If you
have not yet done so, I urge you to do it today.
Due to
the limited number of participants in this study, it is
extremely important that your input be included to provide
the most accurate and reliable results.
I have enclosed
another questionnaire and self-addressed, stamped envelope
in case you have misplaced the first one.
If you have any questions regarding the enclosed
questionnaire or the study, please feel free to write or
call. My home telephone number is: (206) 533-0205.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely yours,

Paul H. Nelson
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Please Note: Personally Identifiable Information was redacted due to privacy concerns.

APPENDIX D.
I.

Questionnaire Results

Please check the one best answer
to each question.

DEMOGRAPHICS

13 2. Female

1.

sex: 30 1. Male

2.

Age:

3.

Highest degree earned:
0 1. B.A. or B.S.
31 4. M.A.+ or M.S.+
-r-2. B.A.+ or B.S.+ -5-5. Ed.D. or Ph.D.
5 3. M.A. or M.S.
--

4.

Administrative experience (years):
2 1. 1-2
14 3. 7-10
5 5. 16-20
14 2. 3-6
3 4. 11-15
5 6. 21+

5.

Teaching experience (years):
1 1. 0-2
16 3. 7-10
7 5. 16-20
11 2. 3-6
6 4. 11-15
2 6. 21+

6.

Student enrollment in your school:
10 1. 1-199
5 3. 300-399
10 5. 500-599
8 2. 200-299 4 4. 400-499
6 6. 600+

7.

Number of full-time teachers in your school:
9 1. 1-9
14 3. 20-29
4 5. 40-49
r.r-2. 10-19 -1-4. 30-39
-1-6. 50+

--

l 1. 20-29
122. 30-39

18 3. 40-49
12 4. 50-59

0 5. 60-69
--0-6. 70-79

--

8.

Compared to other communities in Washington, how
would you describe the income level of parents whose
students attend your school?
1 1. much wealthier
21 4. below average
-2-2. above average
-4-5. much poorer
15 3. average

II.

PRINCIPAL'S SELF EVALUATION

1.

Does your secretary use a microcomputer or terminal
in the school office?
l!L_l. yes
-2_2. no

2.

Do you have a microcomputer or terminal, other than
the secretary's, for your use in your office?
~ l . yes
~ 2 . no
69
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3.

If yes, what make do you personally use?
10 5. Apple II
0 1. IBM
--r2. IBM Compatible -2-6. Apple Compatible
-1-3. Tandy or
0 7. Terminal to
Radio Shack
main frame
7 4. MacIntosh
2 8. Other (Decmate: HP)

4.

Do you use a personal computer at home?
11__1. yes
24 2. no
brand _ _ __

5.

Put an (X) in front of your level of literacy when
your school received its first computer.
.!1_1. Little or no knowledge of computer operation
and applications.
10 2. somewhat informed, but have never used a
computer.
9 3. Have used a computer.
3 4. Know a lot about computers, and can use a
variety of software.
2._5. Can create word processing documents, databases, and spreadsheets.
2 6. Arn a computer "wiz" - am able to solve most of
the hardware/software problems in my building.
_.J:_7. Other (please describe)(Not at this school)

6.

Put an (X) in front of your current level of
literacy.
_.J:_l. Little or no knowledge of computer operation
and applications.
3 2. Somewhat informed, but have never used a
computer.
10 3. Have used a computer.
10 4. Know a lot about computers, and can use a
variety of software.
12.._5. Can create word processing documents, databases, and spreadsheets.
3 6. Am a computer "wiz" - am able to solve most of
the hardware/software problems in my building.
0 7. Other (please describe)

7.

Where did you gain training and information about
microcomputers? (Check any which apply)
9 1. magazines/ mailings
~2. workshops/ courses
-5-3. visits to other schools
734. other principal(s)
145. teacher(s)
146. friend(s)
-2-7. school board or superintendent
-6-8. computer salesman
I"cr-9. other (manuals; 3-home computer: coursework:
- - husband; 2-self-taught; inservice; interest)

------------
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8.

The best description of a computer's role in an
elementary school is:
24 1. teaching tool (computer assisted learning)
242. classroom tool or resource
(word processing, databases, etc.)
8 3. essential basic skills (programming,
keyboarding)
0 4. frill
-0-5. passing fad
2 6. other (Reward: NA)

9.

Estimate the number of hours per week that you
personally use the computer for any of the following
at-school tasks:

word processing
designing forms
desktop publishing
database management
maint. of student records
attendance
personnel records
inventory control
spreadsheets/budgets
financial records
networking within district
electronic mail
telecommunications
resource scheduling
decision making (AI)
monitor energy usage
preview classroom software
interactive video disks
satellite uplink/downlink
other

0
12
27

.5

1

2

3

4+

6

4

10

3

8

11

3

1

1

-

28

3

7

2

1

2

32

3

6

1

-

1

33

4

2

3

140

1

1

-

36

2

4

1

39

4

-

-

135

3

3

!37
!41

4

-

-

140

2

!39

3

-

j41

1

1

-

-

!40
'
142

2

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

'I

;

1

/36
[42

6

i43

-

.
iI,

1

-

-

1
1

-

-

-

1

1

1

1

1

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

l

1

-

-

-

-

-
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III. COMPUTERS IN THE BUILDING

1.

How many computers do you now have in your building?
(Range=l to 49; Total=671)

2.

What makes of computers do you have? (put the
quantity next to each model or brand)
473 Apple II
12 Apple MacIntosh
31 Apple compatible 23 IBM
--2 Atari
IBM compatible
Texas Instruments ~RadioShack
40 Commodore
-r5' Other (Decmate;
2-Hewlett Packard; 7-Franklin)

-n

3.

Put a check in front of your staff's current level of
computer literacy.
_1_1. little or no knowledge of computer operation
and applications.
_0_2. somewhat informed, but have never used a
computer.
18 3. most have used a computer.
20 4. know a lot about computers, can use a variety
of software, but cannot write programs or
create applications such as databases or
spreadsheets.
_3_5. can write simple text or graphics programs, or
create small application programs such as
databases or spreadsheets.
1 6. competent programmers.
0 7. other (please describe) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

What percentage of the teachers in your building use
the computers for Computer Assisted Instruction
(CAI), word processing, or database management to
teach, reinforce,
or supplement important skills,
writing, or research?

A. Put an ( R) next to the percentage of teachers who use
on a Regular basis.
B. Put an ( 0) next to the percentage of teachers who use
on an Occasional basis.
c. Put a (D) next to the percentage of teachers who
Don't use the computers.

-- * 1.2.
--3.
4.
--5.
(

0-10%
11-20%
21-30%
31-40%
41-50%

6.
--7.

51-60%
61-70%
8. 71-80%
9. 81-90%
-10. 90-100%

--

* This item not used)
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5.

What is the general attitude of your classroom
teachers toward computer use in elementary education?
10 1. enthusiastic
1 4. skeptical
202. positive
-1-5. opposed
11 3. mixed
O 6. other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.

The computer curriculum at your school can be best
described as:
2 1. an exemplary program
732. a strong program
rr-3. adequate, but we still have a way to go
rr-4. very early stages
2 5. virtually nonexistent

7.

How much control does the central office, or a
district computer coordinator, exert over computer
implementation in your school?
3 1. manages all aspects 16 4. very little
-6-2. great control
735. none
10 3. about half
-

8.

For each grade level in your school, please rank the
importance of computer instruction on a one-to-five
scale. (1 = not important at all;
5 = absolutely
essential)
* kindergarten
fifth
first
sixth
second
seventh
eighth
third
fourth
( * See Table 7)

9.

Are the teachers at your school favorable toward
innovations?
17 1. Yes, most of the time.
252. Generally willing to try something new if it
-is educationally sound.
0 3. Generally prefer not to change their
established style or materials.
1 4. Not usually.

10.

Please rank order the three individuals or groups in
your school who have been the most influential in
implementing computers. (1 is the most important)
* 1. board members
--2. superintendent
--3. central office personnel
--4. district computer coordinator
--5. principal (self)
- 6 . media center director
- 7 . an enthusiastic teacher
--8. classroom teachers
= 9 · other
( * See Table 8)
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IV.

TEACHER INSERVICE

1.

On the list below, check any of the techniques that
you have successfully used to get teachers to use the
computer.
Please star (*) the most effective one.
29 1. encouragement (13*)
-r2. rewards or recognition (l*)
I""o93. written notes/memos
-yg-4_ informal discussions (l*)
-Y-s. formal written directive
--r6. made it a job requirement (2*)
-9-7. peer pressure (l*)
I""o9a. student pressure
~ 9 . appealed to their sense of professionalism (3*)
-3-10. your personal charisma
-0-11. subtle threats
~12. helped them directly (6*)
8 13. other (Example; parent enthusiasm; district
adopted program: curriculum comraittee;
release time; 2-inservice; scheduled into
computer lab; no resources)

2.

Are any of the following incentives available to
teachers in your building for learning about educational uses of computers? (check all which apply)
28 1. inservice or graduate credits (which may
result in incremental pay raise)
-2,_2. direct bonus or pay (other than
increments)
0 3. salary increase directly tied to usage
-1-4. increased job security
115. release time to take classes
-7-6. payment for working on a computer
curriculum committee

3.

How do most teachers in your school learn to use a
computer?
5 1. instruction by principal
172. self taught
-8-3. college course(s)
"T74. district inservice courses or workshops
175. out of district workshops (ESD, etc.)
-4-6. other (Friends; com uter instructor: other
teachers: peer teaching
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4.

What problems have you encountered while implementing
the computer curriculum in your building?
14 1. scheduling
-6-2. machine breakdowns
--r-3. poor software
IT"'4. not enough software
215. lack of teacher training
yg-6. financial constraints
yg-7_ time demands of other problems and
subjects
..2,_8. poor or nonexistent guidelines
0 9. administrative or parental pressure
3 10. other: ( 2-Lack of school board support; not
enough computers; •we don't believe in a
computer curriculum")

5.

Who is responsible for solving these problems?
13 1. the teacher who is affected
-7-2. district computer coordinator
313. principal
·
7r""4. vice principal
-rs. media center specialist
5 6. other: (School board; supt/principal;
superintendent; computer committee;
building coordinator)

6.

What incentives do you have, as a principal, to
implement a computer curriculum? (Check all which
apply)
1 1. financial reward
-9-2. recognition from superintendent or board
-r3. recognition from other principals and
-teachers
13 4. recognition from the community
-5-5. increased professional status
-2-6. increased job security
--Y-7. better chance for promotion
-1-8. more influence or power in school,
district, or community
15 9. personal rewards
9 10. other: ( 4-Better prepared students; sense of
resoonsibilit ; "Need Mone!"; com uter
literacy; student reward; school board
_JL_ll. none

7.

How has your involvement in implementing a computer
curriculum changed in the last two years?
3 1. decreased
~2. remained about the same
I"'£r3. increased
--5 - NA

